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Book Descriptions:

buttkicker wireless manual

Serial Number BKA300. Use a cable with either a mono or stereo mini jack connector not included to
connect one BKA3004’s IR “out” to the next BKA3004’s IR “in”. If the Amplifier is turned off the LED
turns “red”. INTENSITY CONTROL Controls the output level of the Amplifier i.e. the “volume”
control.The green light Figure 1 on the side of the RF Receiver indicates that the unit is powered on
See Figure 1. INTENSITY Remotely controls the output level of the Amplifier i.e. the “volume”
control.The Guitammer Company will service and supply all parts at no charge to the customer
providing the unit is under warranty. Shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer. It hooks
up to any home theater or gaming system and can be used with virtually any couch or chair.
Installation is a breeze and all the cables and wires you need are included. The ButtKicker Advance
features a universal mounting plate enabling the unit to be attached to both vertical and horizontal
surfaces and used on all types of furniture and seating. You can also mount the ButtKicker Advance
inside the couch and out of sight. The optional base stand allows for vertical mounting and it ideal
for placing the amplifier out of sight behind your furniture. Fully Illustrated Quick Start Guide This
oversize, easy to use guide leads you step by step to install and use your ButtKicker Kit. You might
actually read these instructions, but dont worry, we wont tell anyone.Be the first to write a review.
To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought
the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add
to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. Watching concerts got annoying after awhile
UNTIL.http://domarcas.com/img/userfiles/float-x-evol-manual.xml

buttkicker wireless manual, buttkicker wireless manual download, buttkicker wireless
manual instructions, buttkicker wireless manual pdf, buttkicker wireless manual free.

I then asked couple friends over this weekend and we installed the transducer directly into my couch
and the result is 1000% better. The vibration seems more evenly distributed to the whole couch and
much more dynamic. Why it was annoying with watching concerts with couch leg mount method
When you hear a kick drum, the transducer vibrates the couch leg and you feel the sound but then
you immediately feel the muted sound in your body simply because the mount is directly on the floor
and it quickly cuts off because of my tile floor. So after a short while, watching a concert gets a bit
tired and annoying. With movies it was better but could be much much better. After installed
directly into the couch WOW, what a HUGE HUGE impact it made. The kick drum is more alive and
dynamic and travels through the couch and your body in a much much much smoother way. You
actually feel the different levels of sustain and volume with the low end sounds, even with the kick
drum. The kick drum no longer cut off by the tile floor and works 1000% better with your sub. How
did we install directly into the couch Simple really. We went to local hardware store and got some
longer nuts and bolts, a piece of red wood board the strongest wood and some metal brackets. We
drilled holes to mount the transducer onto the wood board and mounted this board to the frame of
the sofa, using the metal brackets. And no, there are no rattling with these brackets. We used the
tough long screws and screwed them into the sofa wood frames plenty of room in there. VERY
IMPORTANT DO NOT mount the transducer side way. You want it vertically mounted, just like it was
with the couch leg method. General why buttKicker good The vibration from this is very dynamic
from soft to loud and everything in between. For example, an earthquake sound will produce strong
vibration at first and then softer and softer as the sound goes away. So your couch does not just
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shake, it shakes in unison with the audio
dynamically.http://filippodelvita.com/demo/userfiles/floatcam-pro-fc12-manual.xml

In other words, the vibration has volume and it is awesome. She even mentioned that I should install
another one on our other love seat. Wow, that brought tears to my eyes Advice Do it RIGHT the first
time, or dont do it at all. Get this and try it with the couch leg method you may love it and leave
it.This is my first time owning one of these systems. The intended purpose of was for more
immersive moviewatching and playing on a PS3. The kit was setup with a HDTV using the line out on
the TV using a Yadapter to split between it and a 2.1 two satellites one sub speaker set. The rumble
unit was setup under one of the four rear legs of a threeperson sofa. Watching live concert music on
the Palladia channel really gives the feeling of being there. I started noticing that on regular TV
programming one can hear muffled sound on most dialog as if the sofa was the speaker. This is a bit
distracting, and an annoyance that could be addressed by sound proofing the furniture a bit. The
bluray version of The Dark Knight has some loud low frequency passages that causes a loud metallic
thump. At first I though it was bouncing against the furniture or floor, so I took a couple of mouse
pads as a quick fix test and put them in between the floor and another between the rumble platform
and the sofa, but it did not fix the problem. I then watched Pirates of the Caribbean, again on bluray,
fortunately not much of an issue here. Gaming on the PS3 was another issue. Playing Call of Duty 4
with the rumble kit really brings gaming to a whole new level. Unfortunately, once I went online,
grabbed a sniper rifle and aimed at someone, every heart beat the game produces started causing
the metallic thump. I had someone else play while I tried troubleshooting the problem and noticed it
was coming from inside the rumble module as if it was bottoming out. A few days later a family
member was playing Resistance 2 and the module was not working.

It had stopped working within an hour of playing, and was very hot to the touch. Once it cooled it
worked again so it appears that it disables to prevent damage. Ultimately, I decided to return the
unit. Really disappointing, I recently learned from reviews of the bigger brother 400 watts min, 1100
watts max unit also bottoms out; this one is 50 watts. I may still give it a cautious try. Please try
again later. HLN 5.0 out of 5 stars Watching concerts got annoying after awhile UNTIL. Get this and
try it with the couch leg method you may love it and leave it.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Andrea Gallo 5.0 out of 5 stars The engineer who demonstrated it to me also informed that it
was on sales via Amazon. I came back home to Italy still imagining how to get one. At my next trip to
the US I logged onto Amazon few days before my arrival and ordered it. I had it ready waiting for me
at the hotel when I checked in and I brought it back on my return flight. I found that the US customs
and security officers opened and inspected it, but put everything back in perfect place and added in
a nice message apologising. Now the product itself. It has been so easy to install it, just straight
away. Being in Italy, I had to replace the power plug and the fuse, as mentioned in the instructions.
It has worked immediately. And perfectly well. The manual explains that you may need to connect
the wireless transmitter and receiver to each other, similar to pairing your BT headset to your
mobile phone. But actually it has not been needed, the two parts of the kit connected immediately
and automatically. It is brilliant. I have used the RCA subwoofer output signal. I have used the
Yshape cable provided to connect in parallel both the subwoofer and the buttkicker transmitter.
They both work perfectly in combination. Actually, the buttkicker works so well that being on the
sofa I do not hear the subwoofer anymore. The buttkicker dominates the scene.

Given the brilliant effect of the buttkicker, I wish it were more present, activated more frequently.
From the manual I have read that it is possible to connect it in parallel to the front speakers to the
power cable instead of the RCA of the subwoofer and in this case the buttkicker electronics would
apply a low frequency filter, which you can control from the remote. Maybe I will try this setting.
Only one remark when I switched off the buttkicker with the subwoofer still on, the subwoofer
bumped quite hardly. I guess I should switch the subwoofer off first. Second remark, if I switch the
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subwoofer on while keeping the buttkicker transmitter connected with the Y cable but not powered,
the subwoofer is mute. I guess the input impedence of the buttkicker transmitter grounds the input
to the subwoofer when its off. Apart from this minor remark, the buttkicker is amazing and my
friends want to buy one as well. But the Italian dealer is much more expensive compared to buying
in locally in the USA. They will have to wait for my next trip or pay the extra 130Euro to the local
distributor I strongly recommend it to anybody who wants to add that extra wow effect to their home
theater set up!!!! PS please note that importing one single electronic equipment below 400Euro is
legal and does not incur in any custom payment. I had checked it directly at the airport before
actually ordering it.Please try again later. Please try again later. JSC 5.0 out of 5 stars Even my small
room 10 x 14 has a 5.1 with multichannel receivers. The.1 subwoofer is split to two different
powered subwoofers on opposite ends of the room. Even that, this buttkicker under the couch
sounds so exciting from all the reviews. So I bought and install one, as a complimentary device to
the two existing subwoofers. Tried different movies and games and got different results. All good,
some just down right perfect.

Case in point in PS3 GT5, making the car go on the edge of the road and you can actually feel the
tires running over the bumps under you. This is an easy decision for the home theater enthusiasts.
You are addicted to get that realism fix. The question is what size. Is this wireless mid size good
enough, or go for the bigger powered ones.Please try again later. Please try again later. Philip Jasper
Recel 5.0 out of 5 stars I did not even know this thing existed till I decided to build my Racing Sim
Rig. Thats how I got to know this product. I was thinking about getting the Gamer version but
decided on this one because I want it for my playseat for games, and on the couch for movies or
music, I love the mobility since its WIRELESS.need I say more For the Gamer version, youll have to
find a way to attach it, its not hard to find one but I cant be bothered by it. The BKA300 with the
couch mounting bracket, all I have to do is place it under my playseat and enjoy what youve been
missing. Its expensive but for the price, youre getting a kit.I highly recommend this product and the
seller!Please try again later. Please try again later. F. Galiber 4.0 out of 5 stars My only minor
complaint was that the Buttkicker elevates the sofa about an inch off of the floor, which is noticeably
higher than adjacent sectional pieces. Fortunately, I can purchase additional rubber isolators from
Buttkicker Direct and make everything the same height but limit the mobility of the sectional pieces.
As expected, the Buttkicker experience is more realistic with Dolby 5.1 broadcasts and DVDs.
Normal stereo broadcasts cause the Buttkicker to rumble for almost everything, so I usually turn it
off. The IR remote and RF transmitter seem to work fine and I had no problems getting my Harmony
universal remote to work with the Buttkicker. The Buttkicker certainly works as advertised and Im
very happy with my purchase.

One day, I would like to see future home theater systems and Buttkickers be able to distinguish
between types of soundsexplosions, punches, earthquakes, music, etc.That is my dream.;Please try
again later. Please try again later. kushik 5.0 out of 5 stars You have to make sure they are setup
properly and in a good position for maximum effect. For the the little rubber foot didnt cut it. I
attached the shaker directly to the chair and fine tuned the kick with the controller. Cranked the
sound up so I didnt hear the sound of the buttkicker. All of a sudden a super loud grenade exploaded
and the chair shook like Thor himself hit it with his hammer. Scared me silly, I mean it really startled
me enough to think i needed to rewatch every movie and play every game again. Its super cool, day
to day use you will get use to it, but there are times when you forget its there, something happens
youre not expecting and BOOM!!! You feel it like never before and its all worth it.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Scott M. Bosco 5.0 out of 5 stars What a pleasure, and ease to connect
and use. The now added remote saves time and is super convenient in fine tuning the unit no more
getting up and sitting down to make adjustments. I really like the wider platform that is useful for
accepting two legs of a sectional close together. I found this version also responds better to audio
sources that are nonDolby Digital, like 2.0 Dolby Surround films and even some MONO sources.



Actions film are exciting, Scifi more explosive, and concerts become a live experience.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Cliff D 4.0 out of 5 stars Installation was not difficult. Youll really
appreciate this miniearthquake machine with any movie that has a TRex running around in it. It adds
a lot to the scariness of the movie. I only turn it on for movies. I dont need my kids cartoons shaking
the couch. I havent perfected the installation yet.

For big shaking scenes, the unit itself will rattle more than the couch Im reminded of the law saying
that for every action there is an equal an opposite reaction. Im thinking about ways to pin it down
more. Also, the wireless transmitter added a lot of noise to 2.4GHz causing the WiFi in our house to
work poorly. After removing the transmitter and just using normal cables, WiFi is better.Please try
again later. Please try again later. Reviewer Name 4.0 out of 5 stars Occasionally have to repair the
transmitter and amp, especially if you unplug it. Remote is nice but not very powerful my amp is
behind my couch and the transmitter is up front by tv and it sometimes doesnt register pointing the
remote directly at the amp works though. The amp makes no noise and cannot be heard in a silent
room. This is a much better system than the ButtKicker Gamer which i got a couple years ago. This
is a nice addition to a sub woofer but does not replace one. Works well with both movies and
games.Please try again later. Please try again later. Mike in Dallas 5.0 out of 5 stars Well, now if you
want to extend that dimension, the buttkicker is what youre looking for. Like other reviewers I tried
out the customer service for Buttkicker, and they were very helpful and quick to respond. They
really do take their customer service seriously. I feel like a bought a quality product at a great price
from a great company that will honor any warranty issues I may have. The setup is pretty easy. Or
read them online while youre waiting for the shipment to arrive which was extremely fast. The IR
sensor on the RF transmitter what you plug into your main receiver could be a little better. But these
are minor complaints that are completely forgotten when watching Return of the King, Band of
Brothers, or playing Call of Duty 4. The experience goes from watching a movie to being on a ride.
Weve had family and friends come over asking for a buttkicking. Bottom line.

for the price there is no single item that you can add to your home theater that will make as
dramatic of an impact as the buttkicker. Highly recommend!Please try again later. Please try again
later. BKA130C Amplifier pdf manual download. Find the right manual for your Kicker system. Easily
find and download a pdf of the full product manual that you are looking for. Find helpful customer
reviews and review ratings for ButtKicker BKA1000N Power Amplifier at Amazon.com. Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from our users.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your
session. Buttkicker amplifiers feature a wider frequency response than your average subwoofer
amplifier. The wider frequency response means your Tactile transducers will provide more punch
down at very low 10Hz frequency which is where you want to be in a Home Theater environment.
The BKA3004 features Preset EQ Functions for Movies, Music, Games, 5 way binding posts,
detachable power cord, a wireless remote control and wireless transmitter and receiver. The
BKA3004 Wireless Version eliminates the the need to run an analog audio Subwoofer cable from a
DVD or AV Receiver output to the Buttkicker amplifier. This facilitates a easier installation for
instances where running the extra cable might be difficult. The BKA3004 can power 1,2 or 4 BKMini
LFE Transducers, 1,2 or 4 BK44 midsize Advance Transducers,or 1 Full Size BKLFE. Note Wiring 3
Transducer in parallel creates a 1.33 Ohm load which is two low for this amplifier. Wiring 3
transducers in series creates a 12 Ohm Load which is too much for this amplifier. For safe operation
the transducers should be wired to obtain a 4ohm or 8 Ohm load. Please see the BKA3004
Connection Diagrams for configuration of transducers. Have you lost your user manual. Download
the ButtKicker manual in which you will find instructions on how to install, use, maintain and service
your product.

Find your instruction manual using the search button, or by searching for the specific ButtKicker
product in the relevant category. Choose the category Other Accessories Showing 110 products



Total 10 products The Simulation Kit includes a mini Concert transducer and a power amplifier that
are meant to be an alternative solution for those who cant use the Gamer2 due to mounting
constraints. The mini Concert is designed to be mounted to any flat. It is engineered to isolate the
transducers vibration and act like a spring, giving the platform its attached to the freedom to move
independently from other structures. This increased vibr. It utilizes a 1 lb magnetically suspended
piston that responds to the low frequencies of movie soundtracks and game audio. Simply attach it
onto, or. It is engineered to isolate the transducers vibration and act like a spring, giving the
platform its attached to the freedom to move independently from other structures. This increased
vibr. The Gamer2 reacts to the low frequency audio signals that are produced by your games,
providing you with haptic feedback to your whole body thats in sync with ingame events. Feel
incoming fire and pinpoint opponents to help g. The Mini Power Amplifier is a digital, fanless,
convection cooled, mono amplifier that is designed to meet the power requirements of multiple
models of ButtKicker lowfrequency transducers. The front panel provides controls that. It utilizes a
3.75 lb magnetically suspended piston that responds to the low frequencies of movie soundtracks
and game audio. Simply attach it onto, or unde. Simply place one leg of your chair or couch onto one
side of the mounting plate, and attach the B. The included Quick Select Box accepts up to four
ButtKicker LTE transducers, or up to eight ButtKicker mini LFE transducers. The builtin selector
knob lets you easily choose which transducer to turn on. Cabling. Let us know and we will try to add
the missing manualTrying to register with Rand Mcnally.

It shows up on bluetooth list on phone as being paired. Please help! My tv logic vfm 055a monitor is
giving signal issues. Initially ot works well on shoot. But later after 45 mins of use it suddenly leaves
the signal leaving the screen blank and then gets it back on. This happens frequently. Cab you plz
suggest.Our instructions database is constantly updated and supplemented with new products.
Looking for instruction manuals Ask us. We offer the lowest prices and best possible customer
service. All products are brand new and have full manufacturer warranty. Order your buttkicker
gear using the PayPal. All prices include shipping within US. We only ship to the verified address,
Can power 1 ButtKicker LFE or 1 ButtKicker Advance or up to 4 mini LFEs. Includes wireless audio
transmitters and remote control.Can power 1 ButtKicker LFE or 1 ButtKicker Advance or up to 4
mini LFEs. Does not include wireless audio transmitters. Includes a remote control. Features Same
as BKA3004, but without wireless link Just place the mounting plate under one leg of your furniture
and attach the ButtKicker to the other side. Rubber isolators are included for placing under
furniture other legs.The ButtKicker Advance features a universal mounting plate enabling the unit to
be attached to both vertical and horizontal surfaces and used on all types of furniture and seating.
Works very well with Berkline imported home theater recliners. The 4 ohm mini LFE requires
minimal power, and multiple units can easily be wired together. ButtKicker mini LFE Specifications
Just place the mounting plate under one leg of your furniture and attach the ButtKicker to the other
side. Includes one mounting plate with the rubber isolators, five additional Isolators, mounting
hardware and wrench. Ready to install the ButtKickers yourself. Includes the mounting plate,
hardware and isolators. Same isolators included with the BKCMAK box. Sold in package of four
isolators.

Plug the jack end into the back of the Send unit. This sets the RF gain below clipping. Should
another source interfere with the BKLink and cause the red light to stay on, the potentiometer must
be readjusted to prevent this from happening. ContentsAmplifier and Remote Control. Included
CablesMost chairs are built on a woodenLocate a surface on the wooden frame that accomadate the
mini ConcertThe mini Concert can be secured using either the threeWhen using the side mount
flanges a washer may be need to catch the screwMounting may require the fabrication ofMany
customer find it simplest to attach a plywood “shelf” toThe BKA130C is not mountable. Many
customers find it simplest to place the BKA130C underneath their furniture, ensuring that proper
clearance isConnect the negative BLACK wire to the BLACK terminalEnsure that the cord is



positioned in a wayUsing a male to male RCAUsing the supplied 3’ male to male RCA cable, connect
one end into. Connect the other endPlug the power cord into anPlug the power cord intoConnect the
other endAdjust these setting to find the effect that youRCA cableProcessor to. INPUT on firstRCA
cable from. OUTPUT first amplifierRCA CableRCA CableSpeaker wireRCA cablePlease note Amps
are placed outside ofRCA CableButtKicker. RCA cable fromOUTPUT first BKA130OEPower
Amplifier. Power Amplifier. Speaker wireRCA CableButtKickerRCA Cable includedReceive UnitRCA
Cable. From OUTPUTRCA Cable. From OUTPUT. ButtKickerSpeaker WireRCA CableOptional
Wireless Installation Please note Amps are placed outside ofReceiveSpeaker WireThe Guitammer
CompanyVisit us on the web atFAQ’s. Q. Where should I place the ButtKicker Wireless Send unit A.
The ButtKicker Wireless send unit needs to be within 50’ of your chairs, and does not need to have a
lineQ. I have the intensity for the ButtKicker transducer turned up all the way, but I want more.
What can I do This may require you toAlso, consider purchasing RIK28A. Your ButtKicker transducer
being overworked.

The ButtKicker transducers can be overworked becauseAlso,consider purchasing rubber isolators
fromQ. At high intensities the ButtKicker transducer stopped working. What should I do A. Your
ButtKicker transducer is shutting down because of an integrated thermal protection switch.
TheRepeated disconnection of the ButtKicker transducer by the thermal protection switch may
cause. A shutdown indicates that the ButtKicker transducer is being. Also,consider purchasing
rubber isolators from www.thebuttkicker.com. Isolators will enchance the. ButtKicker transducers;
resulting in more intensity and precision and may help to elimate the issue. For more information,
refer to the instructions included with each product. Visit www.thebuttkicker.com for more FAQ’s
and details on other ButtKicker products and accessoriesThe Guitammer CompanyVisit us on the
web atFAQ’s Continued. Q. Everything is connected but the ButtKickers do not seem to be working.
Ensure that all connections to the amplifier are secure. Recheck your RCA cable connections andA
cable may have come loose or not been fully inserted. Ensure that. The Guitammer Company for
technical support.Where can I find additionalQ. I already installed my system and now I want to use
the wireless option. Is this difficult toThe wireless package can be addedFor more information, refer
to the instructions included with each product. Visit www.thebuttkicker.com for more FAQ’s and
details on other ButtKicker products and accessories. While each installation will vary based on your
chairs’ construction, the basic steps apply to all chairs.Most chairs are built on a wooden frame to
which a recline mechanism is attached. Locate a surface on the wooden frame that accomadate the
mini Concert and allows for proper recline operation. The mini Concert can be secured using either
the three mounting feet or the side mount flanges.

When using the side mount flanges a washer may be need to catch the screw head against the
mounting flange surface. Mounting may require the fabrication of brackets to allow a secure
attachment to your furniture. Many customer find it simplest to attach a plywood “shelf” to the
underside of their funiture and to attacht the BKA130C to this shelf. The BKA130C is not mountable.
Ensure that the cord is positioned in a way that will not interfere with, or be damaged by, your
recline mechanism powered or manual. Using a male to male RCA cable not included; connect to the
other side of the RCA Y.Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet. Plug the power cord into an
electrical outlet. Adjust these setting to find the effect that you prefer. What can I do Also, consider
purchasing RIK28 rubber isolator feet from www.thebuttkicker.com. Isolators will enchance the
ButtKicker transducers; resulting in more intensity and precision. The ButtKicker transducers can
be overworked because they are receiving too strong a signal coupled with a high intensity setting
on the BKA130OE amplifier. Also,consider purchasing rubber isolators from www.thebuttkicker.com.
Isolators will enchance the ButtKicker transducers; resulting in more intensity and precision and
may help to elimate the issue. What should I do The switch is designed to protect your ButtKicker
transducer and your chair from heat related damage. Also,consider purchasing rubber isolators from
www.thebuttkicker.com. Isolators will enchance the ButtKicker transducers; resulting in more



intensity and precision and may help to elimate the issue. What should I do Recheck your RCA cable
connections and speaker wire connections. A cable may have come loose or not been fully inserted.
If for any reason these steps do not fix your issue, please call or email The Guitammer Company for
technical support. Where can I find additional instruction I already installed my system and now I
want to use the wireless option.

Is this difficult to do The wireless package can be added to your system at anytime. The wireless
ButtKicker Kit is a “Silent Subwoofer” that turns any home theater into a 4D theater. Movie theaters
around the world use ButtKickerbrand products to thrill their audiences, now bring the same
excitement home with a wireless ButtKicker kit. They “shake” your couch or home theater seating
precisely in sync with your movie, video game or music. Enjoy realistic special effects and
concertquality music without disturbing the neighbors or waking the kids. Highlights Enjoy movies
and games with ButtKicker 4D. No more overly loud subwoofers annoying the neighbors or keeping
the kids awake. Works with all your DVDs, Blurays, video games and gaming consoles, music, digital
TV and more. Makes your home theater better than the movie theater. No special glasses required.
All rights reserved. Search Buttkicker coupon codes on your browser and from the listed coupons
pick a suitable deal, copy the coupon code and paste it at the particular object checkout on the
Buttkicker website. Where do I enter my coupon code on the Buttkicker website. After finalizing the
product to cart and process to checkout, enter the coupon code, and click to Apply button. The
discount amount will be deducted from your order total. What are Buttkicker best coupons. To get
the best coupons, keep on checking to various coupon websites such as Honey, Coupons,
etc.Buttkickers best coupons are also easily available there. Can students get a Buttkicker discount.
Yes, students can get student discounts by searching for students discounts on Buttkicker websites.
The student’s discounts ask for specific valid credentials for the discounts. Does Buttkicker have any
working coupons right now. The easiest way to find valid coupons is by searching for the Buttkicker
coupons online, you can get a vast range of the best and fresh coupons for products. Click here Its
ideal for monitoring, stage, and studio use.


